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Two-Bit Transform for Binary Block Motion Estimation

Alp Ertürk and Sarp Ertürk, Member, IEEE

Abstract—One-bit transforms (1BTs) have been proposed
for low-complexity block-based motion estimation by reducing
the representation order to a single bit, and employing binary
matching criteria. However, as a single bit is used in the represen-
tation of image frames, bad motion vectors are likely to be resolved
in 1BT-based motion estimation algorithms particularly for small
block sizes. It is proposed in this paper to utilize a two-bit trans-
form (2BT) for block-based motion estimation. Image frames are
converted into two-bit representations by a simple block-by-block
two bit transform based on multithresholding with mean and lin-
early approximated standard deviation values. In order to avoid
blocking effects at block boundaries during the block-by-block
transformation while enabling the two-bit representation to be
constructed according to local detail, threshold values are com-
puted within a larger window surrounding the transforming
block. The 2BT makes use of lower bit-depth and binary matching
criteria properties of 1BTs to achieve low-complexity block motion
estimation. The 2BT improves motion estimation accuracy and
seriously reduces the amount of bad motion vectors compared
to 1BTs, particularly for small block sizes. It is shown that the
proposed 2BT-based motion estimation technique improves mo-
tion estimation accuracy in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio of
reconstructed frames and also results in visually more accurate
frames subsequent to motion compensation compared to the
1BT-based motion estimation approach.

Index Terms—Block matching, Boolean block matching, motion
estimation, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

D
IGITAL video compression is essential for the reduction

of bandwidth for transmission or storage of video data in

a wide range of applications including high-definition televi-

sion (HDTV) and standard definition television (SDTV) broad-

casting equipment, video conferencing transmitters, video cel-

lular phones, digital video camcorders, and multimedia services

for networking applications. Motion estimation and compensa-

tion play key roles in video coding systems due to the ability

of realizing high compression rates achieved by removing tem-

poral redundancies between successive image frames. Motion

estimation is usually remarked as the computationally most in-

tensive part of the video coding system, performing up to 50%

of the computations encountered in the entire coding system [1].

The most popular technique for motion estimation is block

matching [2]. In the block matching algorithm (BMA) the

image frame is commonly divided into nonoverlapping rect-

angular blocks. The best match to the current block of pixels

is searched for, in the previous frame of the sequence within
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a certain search area about the location of the current block.

The optimal solution to BMA is the full search (FS) algorithm

that exhaustively searches for the best matched block within all

locations of the search window. The mean absolute difference

(MAD) or mean square error (MSE) matching criteria are

considered to be statistically optimal solutions to the matching

process.

The FS-MAD motion estimation process of an image frame

divided into blocks, can be expressed in the form of

(1)

where is the MAD computed for the displacement of

pixels. and are luminance values of the

pixels in the current and previous image frames, respectively,

and determines the maximum displacement allowed in both,

horizontal and vertical directions, i.e., the search window range

[3]. The motion vector (MV) for a corresponding block of pixels

is obtained in the form of

(2)

as the horizontal and vertical displacements resulting in the

lowest absolute difference value.

Various methods have been proposed to reduce the high com-

putational load of the FS minimum absolute difference BMA.

Proposed approaches can be divided into three main categories

[4]: fast search techniques that select a subset of the possible

search candidate locations; techniques based on various forms

of pixel pattern or motion field decimation that employ a certain

subsampling of the pixel pattern or motion field; and techniques

that exploit different matching criteria instead of the classical

MAD.

Fast search techniques evaluate the matching criterion on

a subset of possible search locations reducing the number of

total matching calculations per block. The number of points

and search locations can be fixed and set a priori, or can

variably be determined according to image statistics. Exam-

ples include the three-step search (3SS) [5], 2-D logarithmic

search (LOGS) [6], cross-search [7], conjugate direction search

(CDS) [8], mean-pyramid search [9], new three-step search

[10], four-step search (4SS) [11], block-based gradient descent

search (BBGDS) [12], diamond search (DS) [13], and polyno-

mial search (PS) [14].

The second category of techniques proposed to reduce the

computational load of motion estimation comprises pixel pat-

tern or motion vector subsampling methods. In [15] for example,

it has been proposed to reduce the computational complexity of
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FS by subsampling of motion fields and image pixels. The mo-

tion field is subsampled by estimating vectors for a fraction of

the blocks only, using a fraction of the pixels at any searched

location. The pixel subsampling pattern is alternated during the

search, and motion vectors of the subsampled fields are inter-

polated for the remaining blocks. Similarly, motion estimation

by hexagonal subsampling has been presented in [16]. While

memory bandwidth is reduced in these methods, only modest

motion estimation complexity reduction can be obtained. Adap-

tive pixel decimation by selecting pixels that are found to have

features important in determining a match has been proposed in

[17]. Block-matching based on an adaptive matching scan and

representative pixels obtained by Taylor series expansion has

been proposed in [18].

The two-bit transform (2BT)-based motion estimation tech-

nique proposed in this paper falls into the category of tech-

niques that exploit different matching criteria to achieve reduc-

tion in computational complexity by simpler matching evalu-

ation compared to the MAD. In [19] it has been proposed to

utilize bit plane matching as a preprocessing step to exhaus-

tive search to eliminate unlikely locations, and a classical pixel-

based matching is carried out at the remainder locations. The

block mean is used as threshold to accomplish a one–bit trans-

form (1BT), and the bit plane of an image frame is constructed

in the form of

if

otherwise
(3)

where represents the threshold value that is set equal to the

block mean. Hierarchical feature matching-motion estimation

(HFM-ME) that employs sign truncated feature (STF) matching

has been proposed in [20]. The STF extraction process is con-

sidered as zero-crossing phase detection with the mean as the

bias and binary sign pattern as the phase deviation and block

matching motion estimation is divided into mean matching and

binary phase matching performed by Boolean logic operations.

It has been proposed to accomplish binary block matching on

the binary edge maps of image frames in [21], however it has

been noted that the technique is inappropriate for blocks with

inadequate edge information. In [22], motion estimation using

the 1BT, where image frames are transformed into one-bit/pixel

representations by comparing the original image frame against

a multibandpass filtered version is proposed. A 17 17 multi-

bandpass filter kernel in the form of

if

otherwise
(4)

is used to filter the image frame, and the 1BT bit plane of an

image is constructed as

if

otherwise
(5)

where represents the filtered version of the image frame

, obtained by applying the convolution kernel to .

The 1BT motion estimation proposed in [22] accomplishes a

reduction in arithmetic and hardware complexity, however the

reconstructed image is (sometimes seriously) degraded due to

bad motion vectors resulting from the bit-depth being reduced

to a single bit only (particularly for small block sizes). The ad-

dition of conditional local searches has been proposed in the

modified 1BT to improve the predicted image at the expense

of increased computational complexity in [23], however in this

case the binary only matching characteristic of the motion esti-

mation scheme is destroyed as additional local MAD matches

have to be used. An all binary motion estimation approach using

a hierarchical layer structure in the form of a binary pyramid has

been proposed in [24] to incorporate a hierarchical scheme for

binary matching motion estimation.

Earlier video compression standards such as MPEG1,

MPEG2 and H.261 estimate displacement vectors on a mac-

roblock level, and block matching based on 16 16 blocks

is generally used, although no particular motion estimation

method is specified in the standards [25]. It is shown in [22]

that the 1BT can give a reasonable tradeoff between quality

and speed for a 16 16 block size, and, therefore, 1BT can

be regarded as being suitable for earlier video compression

standards. Recent video compression schemes such as MPEG4

and H.264, however, also support smaller block sizes for

motion compensation [26]. The 1BT-based motion estimation

can result in bad motion vectors for small block sizes as image

frames are reduced into two binary classes only and, therefore,

1BT-based motion estimation is not very appropriate for recent

video compression schemes. This paper proposes to utilize

a 2BT so as to enable the representation of four separate

classes for improved motion estimation accuracy, especially

at block sizes smaller than 16 16, while preserving the bi-

nary matching characteristic. A simple block-by-block 2BT is

proposed based on multithresholding making use of mean and

standard deviation measures. To avoid blocking effects during

the transformation while enabling segmentation to be per-

formed according to local detail, threshold values are computed

within a larger threshold window surrounding the transforming

block. It is shown that the proposed motion estimation tech-

nique improves accuracy in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio

(PSNR) as well as visual accuracy of reconstructed frames

compared to 1BT-based motion estimation.

II. BLOCK MOTION ESTIMATION USING TWO-BIT

TRANSFORM (2BT)

In the case of binary block matching motion estimation

using a reduced number of bit planes it is important that as

much information as possible is captured within the bit plane

representation. As furthermore the search for motion vectors

is typically carried out in a restricted local neighborhood of

the corresponding block, local transformations (as proposed in

[22]) result in more efficient and appropriate bit plane represen-

tations compared to global transformations. One way to realize

local transformations is to make use of the well-known local

histogram equalization approach [27], where a local window

is constructed around the pixel to be processed. However if

the transformation is carried out on a pixel-by-pixel basis,

the computational load becomes extremely high. In the 2BT

proposed in this paper, the transformation is carried out on a

block-by-block basis to reduce the computational load of the

local transformation.
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Fig. 1. 1BT and 2BTs for a sample frame of the “football” sequence. (a) Original frame #15. (b) One-bit transform of frame #15. (c) First bit plane (B (i; j))
of the 2BT of frame #15. (d) Second bit plane (B (i; j)) of the 2BT of frame #15. (e) The two bit planes of the 2BT superimposed to show the four separate sets.

In the proposed 2BT-based block motion estimation algo-

rithm, image frames are initially divided into nonoverlapping

blocks, which constitute the local transformation core. Al-

though the transformation is carried out on a nonoverlapping

block-by-block basis, transforming thresholds are evaluated in

a larger window surrounding the transforming block, to prevent

blocking effects during the local transformation. It is already

proposed in [19] to make use of the block mean as a threshold

for the 1BT. As a 2BT is targeted in the proposed approach,

the standard deviation is used as additional information for

constructing reasonable local thresholds. Image thresholding

using a local threshold that is computed in the form of

(6)

where and are the mean and standard deviation values of

a local area and is an empirical constant has already been

utilized in the literature [28]. This approach is exploited in the

technique proposed in this paper to construct the 2BT. For the

proposed 2BT, the mean and variance values of pixels

in the threshold window surrounding each transforming block

are computed to obtain statistical information about the distri-

bution of pixel values within the window. If denotes the

expected value obtained by averaging the values of , the mean

and variance is computes as

(7)

where shows the pixel values within the threshold window.

As the computation of the standard deviation from the variance

requires a complex square root operation, a linear approxima-

tion is used instead, to reduce the computational complexity.

The tangent line-based linear approximation states that any

function can be approximated by

(8)
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TABLE I
AVERAGE PSNR (dB) OF SEVERAL SEQUENCES RECONSTRUCTED BY VARIOUS MOTION ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES, WITH FS AND A BLOCK

SIZE OF 16� 16 PIXELS WITH A MOTION VECTOR SEARCH RANGE OF 16 PIXELS

TABLE II
AVERAGE PSNR (DECIBELS) OF SEVERAL SEQUENCES RECONSTRUCTED BY VARIOUS MOTION ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES, WITH FS AND A

BLOCK SIZE OF 8� 8 PIXELS WITH A MOTION VECTOR SEARCH RANGE OF 8 PIXELS

for any near to the value , where denotes the derivative

of the function being computed at . Therefore, a linear approx-

imation to the square-root operation of the variance is used to

obtain the approximate standard deviation as

(9)

where denotes the approximate standard deviation. This cor-

responds to the linear tangent line approximation of the square

root function for (for a standard deviation of thirty),

with the scale factor being slightly reduced to compensate for

the large range of values. This linear approximation gives close

approximations for large standard deviations, and while greater

approximation values are obtained for small standard deviations

it is still reasonable to use this approximation as it will facilitate

to discriminate between distinct features that have rather dif-

ferent pixel values.

The proposed two bit transform then converts image frames

block-by-block into a two-bit/pixel representation, i.e., con-

structs two bit planes, using the mean and approximate standard

deviation values computed in the surrounding threshold window

of each block. Because threshold windows will be overlapping,

the thresholds computed for each block will be contingent on

surrounding pixels so that blocking effects are avoided during

the transformation. The 2BT can be expressed as

if

otherwise

if or

otherwise

(10)

where and represent the resulting two bit

planes. The 2BT enables the representation of four separate

classes resulting in improved motion estimation accuracy com-

pared to one bit/pixel representations. The utilization of local

mean and standard deviation measures in the computation of the

thresholds of the 2BT enables the computation of reasonable

local thresholds.

Fig. 1 shows the 1BT, obtained using (5), and the 2BT, ob-

tained using (10) (with an 8 8 transformation block and a

40 40 surrounding threshold window size), of a sample frame

of the “football” test sequence. The two bit planes of the 2BT are

shown separately as well as superimposed so as to display the

four different sets obtained by 2BT using different gray levels.

It is clearly seen that blocking effects are avoided during the

2BT as a result of using larger threshold windows surrounding

the transforming blocks. It can further be observed that the 1BT

result resembles the first bit plane of the 2BT, i.e., ob-

tained by window mean thresholding, and the second bit plane

of the 2BT enables additional features to be represented.

The motion vector of a block is decided based on the number

of nonmatching points measure, which can be expressed in the

form of

(11)

where is the number of nonmatching points

computed for the displacement of pixels.

and are the 2BTs of the current and previous image

frames, respectively, determines the search range, de-

termines the block size, represents Boolean exclusive-or

(XOR) and represents Boolean-Or operation. The matching

criterion is defined using Boolean operators only to enable fast

execution and simple implementation. It is possible to make

XOR comparisons for the 2BT bit planes and

of the current and previous frame separately, in parallel to

speed up the computation process, and then obtain the number

of nonmatching points (NNMP) measure by the Boolean OR

result of the two bit plane correlations, which could again be

executed in parallel. Note that an NNMP measure is introduced

if the corresponding pixels differ in any of the 2BT bit planes,

hence only pixels that have exactly the same 2BT are counted

as a match. As the motion vector search strategy is unrelated to
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Fig. 2. Sample results for the “tennis” test sequence, with a block size of 16� 16 and a search range of 16 pixels. (a) Original frame #29. (b) Frame #29
reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors of MAD (PSNR: 27.51 dB). (c) Frame #29 reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors
of 1BT (PSNR: 26.73 dB). (d) Frame #29 reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors of 2BT (PSNR: 27.04 dB).

the matching criteria, it is possible to utilize any search strategy

in conjunction with the proposed 2BT-based matching process.

Compared to the 1BT proposed in [22] the 2BT uses one ad-

ditional bit for the representation of pixels as two bit planes are

utilized. The matching evaluation of the 1BT requires a single

XOR operation per pixel, while two XOR operations and one

Boolean OR operation are needed for the 2BT, however as well

as the 1BT, the 2BT can also make use of parallel comparisons

to speed up the process.

The computational complexity of the 1BT itself is comprised

of twenty-five addition operations, one multiplication operation

and one comparison per pixel (for the 1BT proposed in [22]).

The computational complexity of the proposed 2BT changes

depending on the transformation and threshold window sizes.

It is possible to achieve a fast computation of the 2BT if the

threshold window size is an integer multiple of the transforma-

tion block size, as in this case mean and variances can inde-

pendently be computed for nonoverlapping blocks of size equal

to the transformation block size, and these values can then be

combined to obtain the mean and approximate standard devi-

ation of surrounding threshold windows. For comparison pur-

poses the computational load of the 2BT is evaluated for 8 8

transformation block size and 40 40 surrounding threshold

window size, which is also used in the demonstration of exper-

imental results. In this case, the entire image frame is initially

divided into nonoverlapping blocks of size 8 8. For any block,

the sum of all pixel values within that block can be computed

using one addition operation per pixel and the sum of all pixel

values squared can be computed using one multiplication and

one addition operations per pixel (Note that this is equivalent

to computing and except for the averaging that is

left to the combination stage, where denotes the pixel value

within any block). Once the sum of all pixel values and all pixel

values squared is computed for the nonoverlapping blocks, the

sum of all pixel values within a threshold window can be com-

puted using twenty five addition operations and the sum of all

pixel values squared requires another twenty five additions, as

any 40 40 threshold window will comprise a total of twenty

five nonoverlapping 8 8 blocks. Afterwards, two multiplica-

tion operations are required for averaging to compute the ex-

pected values, after which the mean value is already obtained.

In order to compute the variance of the threshold window, one

multiplication is required to square the expected value of pixels

and one subtraction operation is required to subtract this value

from the expected value of pixel values squared, as shown in

(7). The approximate standard deviation can then be computed

from the variance using one multiplication and one addition op-

erations, as shown in (9). Furthermore one addition operation is

required to add the approximate standard deviation to the mean,

and one subtraction operation is required to subtract the approx-

imate standard deviation from the mean so as to obtain the nec-

essary thresholds for the 2BT. Hence, once the sum of all pixel

values and all pixel values squared is computed for the nonover-

lapping blocks, the computation of the thresholds for any 8 8

transformation block, i.e., 64 pixels, requires 52 addition opera-

tions, 4 multiplication operations and 2 subtraction operations;

which is equivalent to 0.8125 addition operations, 0.0625 mul-

tiplication operations and 0.031 25 subtraction operations per

pixel. Therefore, the entire threshold computation process re-

quires 2.8125 addition, 1.0625 multiplication and 0.031 25 sub-
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Fig. 3. Sample results for the “football” test sequence, with a block size of 16� 16 and a search range of 16 pixels. (a) Original frame #15. (b) Frame #15
reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors of MAD (PSNR: 22.97 dB). (c) Frame #15 reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors
of 1BT (PSNR: 21.25 dB). (d) Frame #15 reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors of 2BT (PSNR: 22.08 dB).

traction operations per pixel, while another three comparison

operations and one Boolean OR operation per pixel are required

to construct the final 2BT.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Motion estimation has been performed for various video

sequences using FS with MAD matching, the 1BT proposed

in [22], and the 2BT proposed in this paper. Exhaustive FS,

that evaluates every pixel location within the search range to

determine the best suitable motion vector within the search

window, is utilized to asses the performance of the matching

criteria so that any possible search strategy influence is avoided.

Note that other 1BTs proposed are not evaluated for compar-

ison as the procedure of [22] is known as the most accurate

1BT process. Transforming blocks of size 8 8 pixels with

40 40 surrounding threshold windows are utilized for the

2BT process. PSNR values for the video sequences with image

frames reconstructed from previous frames are utilized for

statistical evaluation of motion estimation accuracy. For the

PSNR measure, image frames are reconstructed from previous

frames using motion vectors obtained using FS with the cor-

responding motion estimation procedure. These reconstructed

image frames are furthermore used for visual evaluation of

motion estimation accuracy.

The motion estimation accuracy is evaluated for a block size

of 16 16 pixels with a search range of 16 pixels, and a block

size of 8 8 pixels with a search range of 8 pixels. The PSNR

results for various test sequences are given in Tables I and II, re-

spectively. Table I shows that for a block size of 16 16 pixels

with a search range of 16 pixels, 1BT is usually within 1 dB of

MAD matching, hence the 1BT performance is reasonably close

to MAD. This is the main reason why 1BT has been proposed

for blocks of size 16 16 pixels, and is, therefore, suitable for

earlier video coding standards such as MPEG1 and MPEG2.

Table I shows that the performance improvement of 2BT over

1BT is minor for a block size of 16 16 pixels if 1BT is al-

ready close to MAD. It is seen from the 1BT bit plane given in

Fig. 1 that in the case of larger block sizes sufficient information

is captured within any block so that a reasonable match can be

achieved. It is furthermore observed from Fig. 1 that the first bit

plane of the 2BT is similar to the 1BT bit plane. Noting that no

match is counted in the 2BT unless a match in both bit planes is

achieved, it is possible to say that for larger block sizes the im-

provement obtained by the second bit plane is limited because

ubiquitous matching of the comparatively large binary pattern is

already rare. It is observed from Table I that for a block size of

16 16 pixels the improvement obtained by 2BT over 1BT de-

pends on the relative performance of 1BT. If 1BT shows a good

performance and is within about 0.2 dB of MAD nearly no im-

provement is achieved by 2BT, while 2BT achieves an improve-

ment of about 0.1 dB if 1BT is within about 0.5 dB of MAD,

an improvement of about 0.2 dB is achieved if 1BT is within

only about 1 dB of MAD, and an even larger improvement is

achieved using 2BT if 1BT performance is yet inferior. Table II

shows that for a block size of 8 8 pixels with a search range

of 8 pixels, 1BT can result in a PSNR of up to 3 dB lower than

MAD matching and in this case 2BT can result in a PSNR more

than 1dB better than 1BT. It is observed that 1BT is not suitable

for smaller block sizes as the performance degrades seriously.

The main reason for the performance degradation of 1BT is that
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Fig. 4. Sample results for the “foreman” test sequence, with a block size of 8� 8 and search range of 8 pixels. (a) Original frame #185. (b) Frame #185
reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors of MAD (PSNR: 26.08 dB). (c) Frame #185 reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors
of 1BT (PSNR: 22.05 dB). (d) Frame #185 reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors of 2BT (PSNR: 23.52 dB).

small blocks can contain insufficient detail resulting in ubiqui-

tous matching of the binary pattern. The second bit plane of the

2BT reduces incorrect matches and significantly improves the

matching performance. It is observed from Table II that 1BT is

not very appropriate for recent video coding standards, such as

MPEG 4, that employ smaller block sizes for motion compen-

sation, while 2BT can still be utilized as a reasonable low-com-

plexity motion estimation approach. Another important point is

that recent video compression schemes propose variable size

block motion estimation, where the block size can be reduced to

improve the performance. It is naturally expected that the recon-

structed frame should be superior if smaller block sizes are uti-

lized. However this is not always the case for 1BT, as observed

from Tables I and II, the PSNR can drop significantly although

the block size is reduced which is the case for the “coastguard”

and “foreman” test sequences, and it is, therefore, not very fea-

sible to use 1BT for variable block size motion estimation with

small block sizes. The proposed 2BT actually results in consid-

erably improved PSNR results when the block size is reduced,

except for the “foreman” sequence for which the performance

stays about the same, and is, therefore, more suitable for recent

video compression schemes that utilize a variable block size mo-

tion estimation approach.

Visual assessment of motion estimation accuracy clearly

shows that the proposed 2BT results in visually more appro-

priate frames compared to the 1BT. The 1BT can result in bad

motion vectors, particularly for small block sizes, while the

amount of bad motion vectors is seriously reduced in the 2BT.

Fig. 2 shows an original frame of the “tennis” test sequence,

and frames reconstructed from the previous frame using MAD,

1BT, and 2BT motion vectors. It can be seen that even at a

block size of 16 16 pixels, 1BT can result in bad motion

vectors as observed from the two ping-pong balls present in

the reconstructed frame. In this case, bad motion vectors are

clearly avoided in the proposed 2BT that even outperforms

MAD matching in terms of visual appearance for the presented

frame, as the lower half of the second ball displayed incorrectly

in the MAD reconstructed frame is not present in the 2BT

reconstructed frame. Fig. 3 shows sample results for the “foot-

ball” sequence, with a block size of 16 16 pixels and a search

range of 16 pixels. It can be seen that 1BT again results in bad

motion vectors that seriously degrade visual appearance of the

reconstructed frame, while bad motion vectors are avoided in

2BT that performs about the same as MAD in terms of visual

appearance. In Fig. 4 it is particularly seen that 1BT can result

in a substantial amount of bad motion vectors for a block size

of 8 8 pixels, making it mostly infeasible for motion esti-

mation with small block sizes. Although some adverse motion

vectors are also encountered for the 2BT approach compared

to MAD results, the amount of bad motion vectors and their

visual impact is significantly lower than 1BT, showing that the

proposed 2BT provides a reasonable low-complexity motion

estimation approach.
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Fig. 5. Sample results for the “coastguard” test sequence, with a block size of 16� 16 and search range of 16 pixels with estimated motion vectors overlaid. (a)
Original frame #70. (b) Frame #70 reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors of MAD (PSNR: 28.47 dB). (c) Frame #70 reconstructed from the
previous frame with motion vectors of 1BT (PSNR: 27.29 dB). (d) Frame #70 reconstructed from the previous frame with motion vectors of 2BT (PSNR: 27.53 dB).

A uniform motion field is important to reduce the number of

bits required to encode motion vectors so as to increase coding

efficiency. As observed from Fig. 5 that shows the motion

vectors estimated by MAD, 1BT and 2BT for a sample frame

of the “coastguard” sequence overlaid on the reconstructed

image frames, 1BT, and 2BT result in about similar motion

fields slightly less uniform compared to MAD, for a block

size of 16 16 pixels. For a block size of 8 8 pixels on the

other hand, the motion field obtained by the 2BT is fairly more

uniform than that obtained by 1BT as the 1BT results in a

considerably higher number of bad motion vectors, however

2BT still results in a less uniform motion field compared to

MAD.

Linear approximation of the standard deviation as given in

(9) is observed to have an effect of only 0.05 dB on the PSNR

performance of the proposed 2BT. For some cases the linear ap-

proximation results in an insignificant reduction in the PSNR,

and for some cases it even results in an insignificant increase

in the PSNR. Therefore, it is realistic to use the linear approxi-

mation of the standard deviation to avoid the complexity of the

square root operation.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel 2BT-based low-complexity motion estimation

scheme is proposed in this paper. Initially image frames are con-

verted into two-bit representations by a simple block-by-block

two bit transform based on multithresholding with mean and

linearly approximated standard deviation values, with threshold

values being computed in a larger surrounding window of the

transforming block to avoid blockiness. The 2BT makes use

of lower bit-depth and binary matching criteria characteristic

of 1BTs for reduced block motion estimation complexity, but

improves motion estimation accuracy and reduces the amount

of bad motion vectors particularly for small block sizes com-

pared to 1BTs. It is shown that the proposed 2BT-based motion

estimation technique improves motion estimation accuracy in

terms of PSNR of reconstructed frames and also results in visu-

ally more accurate frames subsequent to motion compensation

compared to the 1BT-based motion estimation approach, and

in general performs reasonably well to be used as an alternative

low-complexity motion estimation approach.

The 2BT provides a low complexity motion estimation ap-

proach that is in between the 1BT and the MAD approach in

terms of speed against quality tradeoff, very close to the 1BT.

It might be possible to further increase the number of bit planes

used during matching for additional quality improvement, how-

ever the more bit planes are utilized the more difficult it will be-

come to construct reasonable representation techniques for the

bit planes and also the complexity of the system will increase.

It is, therefore, reasonable to use the proposed 2BT strategy, as

construction of the two bit planes is simple and fast. In future
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studies it is planned to investigate possible threshold prediction

strategies to further improve the performance.
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